Belmont Public Schools
Continued “Return-to-Learning” Fall 2020

Belmont School Committee
October 13, 2020
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Agenda
• Creation of School Committee Equity Subcommittee
• Start of School Report Out
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update on Transition to Hybrid (elementary)
Remote  Hybrid [if you want to change your choice]
Technology Update
Parent/Guardian Conferences with Teachers
COVID case protocols and notices
Facilities

• BHS Hybrid Vote
• Policy Additions and Revisions
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Equity Subcommittee
VOTE
Subcommittee Charge:
Monitor and evaluate the extent to which the Belmont Public
Schools are ensuring equity for all students, staff, and community
members. Recommend changes in policy and procedures to the
School Committee and charge the Superintendent with strategically
building upon the ongoing equity work underway in the district to
further equity for all students.
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School Priorities
• Heath and Safety
• Social Emotional Well-being
• Academic Engagement
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Start of School Report Out
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Phase 2 Start: Elementary
All students in grades K-4 started
in-person learning on Thursday,
10/8

Pre-school, “high” and “moderate”
needs students are also in session

PPE was distributed
Hand sanitizer and cleaning
products were available and in use

Teachers, para professionals, and all
staff were AMAZING!

Classrooms were set up to be
socially distanced
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Phase 2 Start: October 8
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Phase 2 Start: Elementary Remote Only
• The elementary hybrid schedule has time where all students who are inperson in both cohorts and remote only students are together virtually every
day.

• Our remote only students will also virtually participate in the classroom
instruction in the morning academic block with their in-person cohort
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Elementary Hybrid Model
In-Person and Remote-Only

In School
or

Virtual
Participation
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Elementary Hybrid Model
• Independent
Practice (reading,
writing, math,
projects, Lexia,
Dreambox)
• Small group SEL
meetings with art,
music, and PE
teachers
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Remote vs. Hybrid
If you’d like to change your original selection …
Hybrid  Remote

Remote  Hybrid

• If you chose hybrid, and would now

• If you chose remote, and would now like

like your student to participate
remotely…

• Let your principal know.
• We need time to make the switch, but
it will be quicker than remotehybrid.

your student to attend in-person…
• Let your principal know.
• All requests received by the 2nd Monday of
the month will be implemented the 1st
Monday of the next month.
• Requests received by October 12 will be
implemented November 2.
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Technology Update
• District Technology Integration Specialists and the
Director of Technology are working on solutions to
technology issues
• YouTube
• Equipment for remote-only students for virtual participation
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School

Parent/Guardian Conferences
Original Dates

New Dates

Burbank, Butler, Wellington &
Winn Brook Elementary Schools

• October 21
• October 28
• November 4

• November 4
• November 18
• December 2

Chenery Middle School

•
•
•
•
•
•

Belmont High School

• October 21 (evening)
• October 28 (afternoon)
• November 4 (afternoon)

October 14
October 21
October 28
November 4
December 2
December 9

December 2
December 9
December 16
January 6
Conferences with teachers for 4 full
days instead of 6 half days.
Students will still receive synchronous
instruction with encore teachers while
conferences are happening.

•
•
•
•

• December 2 (afternoon)
• December 9 (afternoon)
• December 16 (evening)
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COVID Case Protocols & Notices
•
•
•
•

Symptom checker Google Form submitted to school nurses
Board of Health notifies Director of Nursing of confirmed positive case
Director of Nursing notifies Superintendent
Superintendent notifies Department of Elementary and Secondary
Education

• Superintendent notifies school community (families and staff) via email
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Update: Facilities Status
• BALA Engineers, Inc. provided Air Exchange Assessment (AEA) data summaries on Friday,
October 2.

• The district and the Health and Safety members reviewed the documents (10/2)
• Classroom level data was reviewed with principals and shared with educators (10/5-7)
• The goal is for each room to reach the safe standard outlined by the Harvard T. H. Chan School
of Public Health report, Schools for Health: Risk Reduction Strategies for Reopening Schools.

• The bench mark we are using is set by the Chan School of Health report which is a range of 4-6
ACH with a goal of 5 ACH per room.

• Air purifiers have been distributed to the rooms identified in the BALA report and additional
rooms as requested. Additional air purifiers were purchased and placed in classrooms.
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Update: Facilities Status
• BALA Consulting Engineers, Inc. returned to Belmont October 8 and 9.
• They toured each of the school buildings again accompanied by the Director
of Facilities and a representative from the Belmont Education Association.

• The additional review completed last week supported their initial findings
that our schools have sufficient air exchange.

• All rooms have a “rules of the room” sign indicating occupancy; number of
windows to open; and if air purifier is needed, that it must be operating.
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Belmont High School Hybrid Model
Discussion
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BHS Hybrid Schedule Overview
• 95 minutes of synchronous instructional time per class
per week
• 55 minutes in person
• 40 minutes remotely

• Provides an opportunity for all students to connect
with teachers in a synchronous setting every day

• Features homeroom and X-Block
•
•
•

Community building
Restorative Practices
Targeted academic and SEL support

• Lunch (high risk time) is at home
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BHS Hybrid Schedule
PROS

• Students get to come into school two days a
week

• Homeroom/X-Block built into the schedule
• All students see teachers in a synchronous
setting for some part of the day, every day
(some in-person, others remotely)

• In person students go home for lunch (high risk
time)

CONS

• Students have 95 minutes of synchronous

instructional time per class per week (55 minutes
in person/ 40 minutes remote)
•

By comparison, in the fully remote model,
students had 180 minutes of synchronous
instructional time

• In-person students will be highly restricted

(masked, socially distanced, limited movement,
seated facing the board)

• Asynchronous work time will increase,

requiring students to be more self-directed.

• Students go home for lunch (transportation
challenges)
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Belmont High School Hybrid Model
VOTE
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What is our rationale for moving to more
in-person teaching and learning?
 Health Metrics: We are in good shape, per DPH metrics.
 Review of Air Exchange and Classroom Capacity: Initial data has been
reviewed and there are enough classrooms for our students to attend school
in the hybrid model.

 Phased Approach: This additional time has given us a chance to learn from
the experiences of other districts related to opening school logistics and any
resulting health impact to students and staff.
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DESE’s new color-coded metric from DPH
/ COVID-19 Command
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Updated “Accelerated Phased Plan”
(with priority on K-4 ‘in-person’ learning)
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

K-12 Remote Learning,

K-4 Hybrid,

5-12 Hybrid

K-12 Full In-Person Learning

Pre-K In-person Learning

5-12 continued Remote

Commenced 9/16/20

In-person for our “high needs
and complex” students K-12,
per DESE guidelines.

Starting 10/8/2020

Starting on 10/22/2020

Factors:
• Cohorting logistics
• Facilities / Capacity
• Schedule / “Live streaming”
• Transportation
• Hiring

Factors:
• Cohorting logistics
• Facilities / Capacity
• Schedule / “Live streaming”
• Transportation
• Hiring

In-person learning for all students in
grades K-4.
Remote-only students participate
virtually

In-person and remote learning via
hybrid schedule.

Provide in-person services for the
next group of “high needs and
complex” students in Grades 5-12.

Full student return (with some
restrictions).

Finish
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